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Grey Area
Sam Tsui

---- Capo 3 ---
INTRO

       Am               C
Find a way through the grey, grey area
G             F
Are we just friends tonight?
       Am               C
We can t stay in the grey, grey area,
G             F
It s time for black or white

VERSE
Am                     Em
Can t figure out exactly how we stand
G                       F
Stuck in between two uncharted lands
Am                      Em
We re sending signs like I ve never seen
G                        F
Changing our minds, don t know what we mean

PRE-CHORUS
Am                    C                      G
Are we off, are we on? Is it right, is it wrong?
                     F                    Am
Is that it, is there more? Are we here? Are you sure?
                     C                       G      F
Not enough, or too far? Do we know what we are?

CHORUS
       Am               C
Find a way through the grey, grey area
G             F
Are we just friends tonight?
       Am               C
We can t stay in the grey, grey area,
G             F
It s time for black or white
       Am        C          G            F
So decide on a side of the line we ve been treading
       Am               C
It s okay if the choice is scaring ya
G             F



Can t spend another night
          Am             C           G      F
In the grey, grey, grey, grey, grey area
          Am             C           G      F
In the grey, grey, grey, grey, grey area

VERSE
Am                     Em
These blurry boundaries got me all confused
G                        F
Who sets the limits? Do you choose? Do I choose?
Am                      Em
Just need to know which way we re heading here
G                         F
Is something happening yet? Let s be clear

PRE-CHORUS
Am                    C                      G
Are we off, are we on? Should I just play along?
                     F                    Am
Is it right, is it real? Do I feel what you feel?
                    C                       G       F
Not enough, or too far? Do we know what we are? What we are?

CHORUS
       Am               C
Find a way through the grey, grey area
G             F
Are we just friends tonight?
       Am               C
We can t stay in the grey, grey area,
G             F
It s time for black or white
       Am        C          G            F
So decide on a side of the line we ve been treading
       Am               C
It s okay if the choice is scaring ya
G             F
Can t spend another night
          Am             C           G    F
In the grey, grey, grey, grey, grey area
          Am             C           G    F
In the grey, grey, grey, grey, grey area

BRIDGE
Am               Em                 F
Looks like we re lost without a guide
               Em
 Til we can make up our minds



Am               Em                 F
Are we falling in love or just along for the ride?
               Em  
It s time to decide

Am --- Em --- G --- F

       Am        C          G            F
Find a way through the grey, grey area

----------CHANGE OF KEYS ------------------------

CHORUS
       Bm               D
Find a way through the grey, grey area
A             Em
Are we just friends tonight?
       Bm               D
We can t stay in the grey, grey area,
A             Em
It s time for black or white
       Bm        D          A              Em
So decide on a side of the line we ve been treading
       Bm               D
It s okay if the choice is scaring ya
A              Em
Can t spend another night
          Bm             D           A      Em
In the grey, grey, grey, grey, grey area
          Bm             D           A      Em
In the grey, grey, grey, grey, grey area

OUTRO
Bm --- D --- A --- Em   2x


